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Amberly M. Simpson
Amberly is the Artistic Director of Ambo Dance Theatre, a modern and post-modern dance company. Her work is interdisciplinary in nature, touching on social issues and the human condition.

Ariadne Calvano
As a movement-based artist Ariadne’s work focuses on embodied expression of identity. She aims to viscerally affect the audience, changing how they breathe through gasps, belly laughs and collective sighs.

Bryn Silverman
Bryn is a filmmaker. She is excited to spend 6 months cultivating her film, Crackshot, a story about Annie Oakley, that unearths dark truths about American mythology.

Charles Rivera
Charles is a composer, improviser, multi-instrumentalist and installation artist. He has composed for large and small ensembles in addition to performing as a solo artist.

Deena Lilygren
Deena writes to reveal truths about power dynamics, with an emphasis on the themes of religion and sexuality, often within the genre of magical realism.

Felicia Rose Chavez
Jane B. Jones

Jane is a playwright, director and educator. She delights in making work that is playfully provocative, surprising, theatrical and humorous. Sea monsters, space invasions and silly dances abound in her plays.

Kevin Flores

Kevin is a Filipino American photographer and filmmaker. His current work deals with the documentation of urban and rural spaces over time. He feels art inspires community growth and connection.

Kevin Warth

Kevin is an interdisciplinary visual artist whose work explores identity, sexuality and the body through a lens of queer subjectivity.

Kiana Benhoff

Kiana is a passionate musician and educator who builds inclusive community. She plays jazz because it connects her to her roots and serves as an aural embodiment of our complex humanity.

Monica Stewart

Monica is a visual artist working primarily with paper. Her most recent body of work explores the connections between fairy tales, feminism and fiber.

Rheonna Nicole

Rheonna Nicole is a dynamic spoken word artist from Louisville who created Lipstick Wars Poetry Slam. Lipstick Wars gives all women, girls, and transgender non-conforming individuals a voice through the art of slam poetry.
Shannon Delahanty

Shannon is a printmaker whose work explores personal archives. Through the relationship between memory and the printed object, she investigates how knowledge is created, stored and accessed.

Skylar Smith

Skylar is an interdisciplinary artist, educator, curator and entrepreneur. Her artwork deals with micro and macro perceptions of the natural world and human scale politics that influence perception.

Yunier Ramirez

Yunier is a visual artist who believes in art to tell stories that however simple they may seem will always be complex. Art is a necessity and a duty.